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RENYI ENTROPIES FOR BERNOULLIDISTRIBUTIONSA. Bialas and W. CzyzM. Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Polande-mail: bialas�th.if.uj.edu.plandInstitute of Nulear PhysisRadzikowskiego 152, 31-342 Kraków(Reeived July 12, 2001)An asymptoti formula for Renyi entropies haraterizing a Bernoullidistribution is derived and ompared with numerial estimates. Its physialonsequenes are disussed.PACS numbers: 05.10.�a, 13.85.Hd1. As shown in our previous papers [1, 2℄, the Renyi entropies [3℄ mayserve as an useful harateristis of the multipartile spetra. To obtain abetter insight into the meaning of suh measurements, we investigate in thepresent note the Renyi entropies for Bernoulli distributions.The Bernoulli distribution of N partiles in M binsP (p1; :::pM ;n1; :::nM ) = N !n1!:::nM !pn11 :::pnMM ; (1)where pj is the probability of one partile falling into the j-th bin and N isthe total multipliity n1 + n2 + :::+ nM = N (2)represents the simplest model of partile prodution with no orrelationsbetween partiles (exept those indued by the �xed number of partiles -N). Unorrelated prodution is a general onsequene of some importantmehanisms of partile prodution (as, e.g., in the bremsstrahlung model [4℄)and therefore it is worth to be investigated in detail. To our knowledge,however, nobody as yet disussed to what an extent the distribution (1) is(2793)



2794 A. Bialas, W. Czyzviolated in real data1. Our alulation may thus provide a tool for this kindof investigation.The oinidene probabilities are de�ned asCl(N;M) = Xn1+:::+nM=N[P (p1; :::pM ;n1; :::nM )℄l ; (3)and thus, using (1) we haveCl(N;M) = Xn1;:::;nM Æn1+:::+nM ;N �N !pn11 :::pnMMn1!:::nM ! �l : (4)2. We want to evaluate the sum (4) in the limitN !1; M �xed (5)(whih seems to be the most interesting one for �pratial� appliations).In this limit we an replae fatorials by the Stirling formula2n! � p2�n+ 1nne�n (6)and obtainN !n1! : : : nM ! = p2�N + 1NNe�Np(2�n1 + 1) : : : (2�nM + 1)nn11 : : : nnMM e�n1�:::�nM= �p2�N + 1�1�M 1ph(x1) : : : h(xM ) �xx11 : : : xxMM �N ; (7)where we have introduedxi = niN ; h(xi) = 2�ni + 12�N + 1 = xi + 1=2�N1 + 1=2�N : (8)Substituting this into (4) and replaing the sum by an integral, we haveCl(N;M) = NM�1 �p2�N + 1�(1�M)lX ; (9)1 The observed orrelations an often be asribed to the fat that the total multipliitydistribution di�ers from the Poisson one. Here we are talking about the orrelationsfor a �xed total multipliity.2 We use p2�N + 1 instead of traditional p2�N . This gives the orret limit forN ! 0 and thus represents a muh better approximation at small N .



Renyi Entropies for Bernoulli Distributions 2795whereX=Z dx1 : : : dxMÆ(x1+ : : :+xM�1) (h(x1) : : : h(xM ))�l=2� px11 : : : pxMMxx11 : : : xxMM �Nl:(10)One should keep in mind, however, that this replaement of the sum bythe integral an be justi�ed only if all pi are �nite, di�erent from 0. In thease when one of pi vanishes, the orresponding sum ontains still one term(ni = 0), whereas the integral vanishes.If all p0is are �nite, the integral (10) an be evaluated by the saddle pointmethod. To this end we �rst perform one integration (over xM )X=Z dx1 : : : dxM�1 (h(x1) : : : h(xM�1)h(y))�l=2 px11 : : : pxM�1M�1 pyMxx11 : : : xxM�1M�1 yy !Nl;(11)where now y = 1� x1 � : : :� xM�1 : (12)We now write the integral in the formX=Z dx1 : : : dxM�1 (h(x1) : : : h(xM�1)h(y))�l=2 exp (�(x1; : : : ; xM�1)) ;(13)and searh for a maximum of �. From (13) we have�(x1; : : : ; xM�1) = �Nl M�1Xi=1 xi log�xipi�+ y log� ypM �! : (14)The saddle-point ondition (vanishing of the �rst derivatives) gives���xi = �Nl log�xipi�+Nl log� ypM � = 0 : (15)The solution is xi = pi: (16)The seond derivatives are�2�(�xi)2 = �Nlxi � Nly = �Nlpi � NlpM ;�2��xi�xj = �Nly = �NlpM : (17)



2796 A. Bialas, W. CzyzAs long as all p0is are �nite, we an thus approximate the integral (13) byX = (h(p1) : : : h(pM ))�l=2 Z dx1 : : : dxM�1exp0�� Nl2pM 24M�1Xi=1 pMpi (xi � pi)2 + M�1Xi;j=1(xi � pi)(xj � pj)351A= (h(p1) : : : h(pM ))�l=2 (2�pM )(M�1)=2(Nl)(1�M)=2 1pDM ; (18)where DM is the determinant of the (M � 1)-dimensional matrixDij = pMpi Æij + dij ; (19)and dij is the matrix with all elements equal to 1. DM an be alulated:DM = (pM )M�1p1 : : : :pM ; (20)so thatX = (h(p1) : : : h(pM ))�l=2 (p1 : : : pM )1=2 (2�)(M�1)=2(Nl)(1�M)=2 : (21)Introduing this into (9) we obtainCl(N;M) = (2�N + 1)(l�1)=2 [(2��1 + 1) : : : (2��M + 1)℄(1�l)=2 
0 ; (22)where 
0 � � (2�N + 1)(2��1) : : : (2��M )lM�1(2�N)(2��1 + 1) : : : (2��M + 1)�1=2= � (2�N + 1)(2��1=l) : : : (2��M=l)(2�N=l)(2��1 + 1) : : : (2��M + 1)�1=2 ; (23)and where �i � Npi ; (24)are the average values of the multipliity (i.e., partile density) per bin.3. The formula we have obtained is valid when N is large and all p0is are�nite, whih guarantees that also all �0is are large. It is, however, inappliablewhen one of the p0is is very small or if it vanishes. This is best seen byobserving that for l = 1 we should have C1 = 1, i.e., 
0 = 1, whih is badly



Renyi Entropies for Bernoulli Distributions 2797violated when some of p0is vanish. This is the onsequene of the error wehave made when replaing the sum (4) by the integral.The form of the Eq. (23) suggests that the simplest way to orret forthis error is to replae 
0 in (22) by
 � �(2�N + 1)(2��1=l + 1) : : : (2��M=l + 1)(2�N=l + 1)(2��1 + 1) : : : (2��M + 1) �1=2 : (25)This presription satis�es several natural onstraints:(i) It is orret in the limit N ! 1 and all p0is �nite, whih is of oursethe fundamental requirement;(ii) It guarantees C1 = 1;(iii) If some number, say M0, of p0is vanishes, the formula for Cl(N ;M)redues automatially to the formula for Cl(N ;M �M0), as it should;(iv) It satis�es the onstraints Cl = 1 for M=1 and Cl = 1 for N = 0.Aepting this we thus �nally have the Renyi entropies:Hl(N;M) = 11� l logCl(N;M) = 12 MXi=1 log(2��i + 1)� 12 log(2�N + 1)� 12(l � 1) "log� 2�N + 12�N=l + 1�+ MXi=1 log�2��i=l + 12��i + 1 �# : (26)In the limit l! 1 we obtain the Shannon entropy:S(N;M) = 12 MXi=1 log(2��i + 1)� 12 log(2�N + 1)� �N2�N + 1 + MXi=1 � ��i2��i + 1� : (27)This ompletes the derivation3.4. Our �nal formulae (26) and (27) were derived in the limit (5) oflarge multipliities. To see how this approximation works we ompare inthe Fig. 1, H2 alulated from (26) (for the ase of 4 bins) with their exat3 Note that now, after replaing 
0 by 
, � in (26) and (27) an be taken arbitrarilysmall.



2798 A. Bialas, W. Czyzvalues (obtained by diret numerial evaluation). One sees that when all p0isare equal to eah other, the asymptoti formula is very aurate, even downto small values of the multipliity. When one of the p0is is muh smaller thanothers, the formula interpolates between M and M � 1. The approximationis slightly worse but the error never exeeds a few perent. We have hekedthat the same is true also for the Shannon entropy.

Fig. 1. Renyi entropy H2 alulated for Bernoulli distribution and ompared withthe approximation given by Eq. (26). In the p1 = p2 = p3; p4 = 0 ase, the exatand approximate urves are pratially indistinguishable (as in the p1 = p2 = p3 =p4 ase).We onlude that the Eqs. (26) and (27) represent a good approximationto the atual values of the Renyi and Shannon entropies and may thus beused as their reliable estimates.5. The �rst observation from the formulae (26) and (27) is that theentropy of the system is (apart from an additive onstant) a sum of theontributions from individual bins. This is the re�etion of the property ofadditivity: di�erent bins may be onsidered as quasi-independent statistialsystems. For a system with the same average number of partiles in eahbin (�i = �) this implies linear dependene of entropy on number of binsand thus its linear dependene on the total number of partiles. We thus



Renyi Entropies for Bernoulli Distributions 2799�nd a normal situation, expeted for weakly orrelated systems. It shouldbe emphasized, however, that the proportionality oe�ient is not universalbut depends on �.On the other hand for a �xed number of bins M the dependene ofthe entropy on the average number of partiles is rather di�erent. In thisase a hange in the total number of partiles implies hange in the partiledensity �. At large N , and if the partile density is not too small (2��� 1),a linear inrease of the entropy with the logarithm of the number of partilesis expeted. However, in the very low density limit (2��� 1) the entropy, S,beomes S � 2�N � 12 log(2�N + 1)� 12 +O(1=N) : (28)Thus we reover now a universal linear dependene of the leading term in Son the number of partiles, N (for large N). For suh a situation to our,the number of bins, M , must be indeed very large, to insure that the density� = N=M is small enough4.These observations show that the interpretation of the experimental mea-surements requires rather areful spei�ation of their onditions. In thepartiular ase we onsider, one sees that the measurement of (Renyi) en-tropy at a �xed partile density (hanging the number of bins) and themeasurement at a �xed number and size of the bins (hanging the partiledensity) provide entirely independent information. The �rst one tests theindependene of the partile distribution in di�erent bins. The seond onetests to what an extent the mehanism of partile prodution depends onthe density of the produed partiles.6. In onlusion, we have derived a formula whih gives oinideneprobabilities for an entirely random distribution of partiles at a given to-tal multipliity. This formula predits a rather simple dependene of Renyientropies on the number of partiles in the phase-spae region onsidered:they are linear in logN (with the exeption of the very low densities). Italso gives a linear dependene on the number of bins taken for the analy-sis, re�eting the additivity of entropy for the weakly orrelated systems.Sine the Bernoulli distribution provides a fundamental building blok formany models of partile prodution, it would be interesting to see how thisompares with the data.4 It is possible � though we do not have a proof � that the linear dependene of theleading term of S on logN haraterizes systems at all densities exept the very lowones (�i << 0:1!!). To support this laim we may quote our previous result from [2℄:The entropy of a system of Bosons ondensing in the lowest (but disrete!) stateaquires the leading logN dependene.
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